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.i have the honour and the pleaSure to givesome kind of

introductory lecture at this meeting of experts. invited
by uneSco, we should help to clear a question, which, in

'our time, becomes more and more important: the_effects of

technological innovation 0n man's cultural environment.

i wish to thank the unesco fOr having taken the initiative

to organize this meeting, on this very theme, whiCh, at

first sight, does not appear as the most urgent one in

the present world full of struggles.

i also wish to thank the organizers for having invited me

to take part at this meeting with you,all my dear

collegues from far away, and for the hospitality in this

wonderful country. there are only two things i regret:

first, that the participants are only-men and no women.

and second, that i have to make a speech in a language

not being my own. but most of us are in a similar situation.

if i could speak my own language, being only one of about

twenty dialects of four languages Originally spoken in my

'small country switzerland, with only about 6 million

of inhabitants, even those who understand high german,

‘would-not be able to follow me.
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some time ago an american review mentioned that my articles

are written in a rather strange, but understandable english.

this effects from my habit, never to translate from my own

language into english, but to write and speak with a ,

reduced vocabulary. so please forgive me my languistical

handicap.

certainly it will be difficult for us to find a way out,

or dress terms of reference within a few working—days.

but we may hope, that after this meeting, we all know

mere about the problems in general and about the problems

by which other countries are confronted, in the first

place the developing countries. but also the highly

industrialized.countries, full of technological innovations,

Suffer from a moral and cultural breakdown. i therefore }

'hope, compariSons might help to clear up the situation

and_we will find a commun basis for future work.



before beginning with my remarks about technology and

culture, i have to explain what_my understanding is in_

both of these notions._

first technology: this includes all the technics invented

by the human being to keep his life on a still growing

higher standard. this means that technology should be

in the service of men to help them fight against'hunger,

climatical inconveniences, to secure his material existance.

- the development of technological innovations not only

helps to produce a so-called higher standard of life, but

it also develops a dependance from the technological

instrumentation and helps more and more the misuse of this

instruments to produce uselessgoods instead of useful

ones. it would be wrong to blow the horn against technology,

but it seems to be necessary to be conscious of its danger.

today, high technology has become a kind of self-acting

system. a kind of non-controllable, expansive moloch. here

one example: if we make a balance of the so-called defense

potential around the world, we see a perfect technology,

which only needs a few press-buttons‘to destroy the whole

world. the investment of all nations into this dangerous

nonsense, should make us clear.that the sense of life can

not be to deStroy, but the contrary, to cultivate the

environment-of the human being. technology should help to

cultivate, not to destroy.



it is not a secret that armement is one of the most

profitablebusiness in the world, and that there are

many without skruples, washing their hands in the blood

of their indirect victims. fortunately most of these

enormous investments never come in use, and they only rest

as dissipation of the population's fortune. this is not

the place to discuss the struggle to which we are

confronted by the fact thattechnologicalinnovations can

be misused in a way that the whole world and its

population could be destroyed by the present potential

'several times,and therefore all discussions‘about the

environment of this-population would be senseless.

about other misuse of technological innovations and of

positive effects, i will talk later on.



now as second: let me explain what i understand as'

culture, and why i do not use this notion the way it was

often used. i use it in the old meaning, as a counter-part.

to_technology. culture can not be understood.as civilization.

civilization is the primary effect of technological

development on the standard of life. we can look at this

effect as a positive contribution as it.can really be, but

we have also to_look at it critically. so is for ekample

civilization the idea of eclonizers thinking they could

bring to developing people their own habits and products.

to make civilized peOple from native people, to open the

market for produced goods of their own. to civilize people,

is in fact, to change the identity of original culture

into handsome clients for often non-valuable godds in

ekchange to highly valuable raw material and cheap labour.'

seen from this point of view, the effect of technological

innovation has little to do.With man's cultural environment.

in-a way, we are today colonized all over the world. the

visual noise of propaganda and publicity results that we

' often forget our identity, tobecomedependant of_habits

and products, which_internationa1izes and conforms the

life-all over. original culture changes in a civilization

of international standard products.



if i mention Foriginal culture", i perfectly mean, that

each population has its own culture, grown in generations,

conform to their conditions of life. i am convinced, that

these original cultures_are the mental components, but also

the existentiel barrier against-wrong influences of trade

internationalization. if i mention this here, in africa,

i wish to pay special respect to the high original and

very different cultures, grown on this continent since-

thousands of years. if i am speaking of culture, i mean

.exactly original cultures and their continous development

into our time, as_a counter-part to the technological

civilization, which, i will not deny it, is also a necessity.
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if i understand technology and culture the way i used to

explain it, i-will attack the problem of our meeting: the

effects of technological innOvation on man’s cultural

environment. especially the theme which has been given

Ito me: stability or an open attitude towards the future.

' if we consider the two studies, published by the club of

rome and other prognostic studies, the future looks dark.

this under the condition that we do not take care of the.

variOus dangers by which the world is confronted:

problems of food, population, housing, energy, pollution

and so forth. many meetings had been held about these.

'problems, but the daily praxis has changed very little.

the technological euphory, the belief that produCtion must-

grow, the general idea, that always more goods are needed

all over the world, and that they shOuld be produced to

_be ekported, or to be produced on site by exported know

ha}. .;.a' mééhifiéfy, this pféxis is still 11;. t6 at... teéhhiéal
innovation helps even to force this process. on the other '

hand, only technOlogical innovation can help to confront all-

problems. the queStion is: in which direction should

innovatiOnhgo?
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when speaking about the effects, we have to separate

the innovatiOns by positive and negative effects on

each specific situation. this means, a technological

innovation should bring better results in its special

case. this depends first on the original cultural

situation. but to know what is right or wrong, each

case has to be tested separatly.'

l) on its influence or dependence on the populations identity

2) on its effect on the economical situation

3) on its effect on the future development

Hand last but not least

_H) on its effect on the environment and the general culture

of the people

by testing this carefully and perhaps by additional arguments,

about the technological innovations, we may come to results

which can change completely from one country to another,

and definitely from continent to continent.

the fact that technological innovation can have very

different influence on the cultural environment, can be

situated by the example of radio and television. the

influence of this medium of communication can be seen very”

differently. alike every technological innovation, it

depends on the use which is made from. on one hand, the-
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telecommunication can be a useful instrument for educatiOnal

information and cultural development. on the other hand, it

may become an instrument of misleading indoctrination and

stupid entertainment.

this example shows, that it is not the technological innovation

which is good or bad, but its use. the same is its effect

on the cultural environment. all depends from the use. this

has to be tested carefully, because all we add to the

existing environment every day, enlarges the danger of

commiting irreparable errors, quite as history of the last

centuries shows it.

coming back to the question: stability or open attitude

towards the future, can be answered by yes. yes to stability,

if it consits to protect the identity of people and their

original culture. and yes for protecting all natural.

treasures of the environment. and yes as well to technological

innovation. this with the reserve that its use will be tested

in_comparison to its need. this means, we need an open

_attitude towards the future, but a very constructive and

- critical one.

. and in view of our general theme: the cultural-environment

-has to fullfill mental, psychological, techno—indipendant

needs of human being, indispensable for_human_existence,
O

as the bases of real humanistic societies of the future.~
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i said societies and will therefore express my hope that

multiple groups of people can preserve and develop their-

identity. multple groups of races, colours and cultures,

being of more and more importanCe, as contributors to a-

world-wide community in economic balance, freedom and

peace.


